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Function-Level Processor (FLP): A High
Performance, Minimal Bandwidth, Low Power

Architecture for Market-Oriented MPSoCs
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Abstract—This paper introduces Function-Level Processors
(FLPs) to fill the flexibility/efficiency gap between Instruction-
Level Processors (ILPs) and Hardware Accelerators (HWACCs).
Compared to an ILP, an FLP has a coarser programmability at
function-level constructed out of configurable Function Blocks
(FBs) implementing market-oriented functions. FBs are connec-
ted via a MUX-based programmable interconnect, tuned for
envisioned application flows, for realizing flexible macro pipelines.
We demonstrate FLP benefits with an industry example of the
Pipeline-Vision Processor (PVP). Mapping six embedded vision
applications, the PVP offers up to 22.4 GOPs/s with average
power of 120 mW; consuming 17x and 6x less power than
compared ILP and ILP+HWACCs approaches.

Index Terms—Flexibility / Efficiency Trade-off, Heterogeneous
Architectures, Function-Set Architecture (FSA).

I. PRELIMINARIES

HETEROGENEOUS Multiprocessor System-on-Chips
(MPSoCs) have emerged as the main architecture solution

for many high-performance embedded platforms [1]. Rather
than targeting a narrow set of applications, MPSoCs can offer
integrated solutions for a group of evolving markets supporting
many applications with similar functionality yet varying re-
quirements. The goal of targeting markets (instead of individual
applications) is to mitigate the design and development costs
[1], while supporting a broad set of applications.

Traditionally, Instruction-Level Processors (ILPs) have been
the predominant choice. However, ILPs mainly suffer from
high energy per operation. On average, only 3% of the energy
per instruction is consumed by actual computations [2] and
the remaining 97% are spent for data/instruction movement
throughout the memory/cache hierarchy. To improve efficiency,
system architects shift to heterogeneous platforms combin-
ing ILPs and HW Accelerators (HWACCs) [3]. Designing
HWACCs for individual applications is prohibitively expensive
due to resources and high NRE costs. In result, HWACCs are
selectively used for compute-intense algorithms (e.g. H264,
JPEG encoder); still a major parts of applications as well as
synchronizing of HWACCs rely on ILPs.

Addressing both efficiency and flexibility has been a long-
time research; examples include Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable
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Architectures (CGRAs) [4] and Application-Specific Instruc-
tion Processors (ASIPs) [5]. CGRAs offer configurability at
operation-level granularity, but have higher power consumption
compared to HWACCs. Furthermore, CGRAs rely on a host
ILP for management, scheduling and realization of a complete
application. ASIPs allow to add coarser grained instructions
(from a single operation to bigger functions) [5]. Yet still,
ASIPs are limited by instruction fetch sequence and the ILP-
typical overhead for instruction/data access. New processing
architecture solutions are needed that offer a power/performance
efficiency comparable to HWACC while retaining enough
flexibility to support a class of applications.

This article introduces Function-Level Processors (FLPs)
offering a new solution in the flexibility/efficiency trade-off.
FLPs raise architecture and programming abstraction from
instruction-level (as in an ILP) to function-level. Through
coarsening the programmability, FLPs nearly achieve the same
power/performance efficiency as HWACCs. At the same time,
FLPs offer much higher flexibility than individual HWACCs
by providing a function set architecture (FSA) and program-
mability to support algorithms within the targeted market. In a
nutshell, an FLP is composed of (a) a set of optimized Function
Blocks (FBs) with varying functionality, and (b) an autonomous
programmable architecture for application composition out of
FBs independent from a host ILP.

We demonstrate the FLP’s benefits by using the Pipeline
Vision Processor (PVP)1 within Analog Devices Blackfin
BF60x [6]. Our analysis shows that utilizing the FLP architec-
ture leads to a higher flexibility than classical HWACCs and
simultaneously offers better power/bandwidth efficiency with
minimum interaction with the host ILP.

II. FUNCTION-LEVEL PROCESSOR (FLP)

This section discusses the main architectural features of
the FLP starting from individual FBs, FB composition, and
finally the FLP system integration into heterogeneous MPSoCs.
Function-Block (FB): At the core of an FLP are its FBs. Each
FB implements a single (or small set of) well-defined functions
providing a meaningful API that enables interconnecting with
adjacent FBs. One can consider a FB as a small configurable
IP component with C-function granularity (e.g. Convolution,
Gaussian equation). FBs are not meant to realize application-
level algorithms, but rather are function primitives of designated

1The second author of this paper is the architect of the PVP.
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markets; interconnected/fused together to construct multiple
algorithms / applications.

Fig. 1 outlines the general FB structure including five major
parts: (a) FB datapath is optimized to efficiently realize the FB’s
functionality (y = f(x)). The datapath offers some flexibility
through operation modes, such as configuring the matrix size
(5x5 or 3x3) of a convolution FB or switching between
different data types or data structures. (b) Stream-in/stream-out
carries the main data for direct FB-to-FB communication. (c)
Streaming buffer temporally stores the streaming data (e.g. for
an integral function). (d) Configuration/control registers provide
run-time control over the type of computation and parametrize
the functionality (e.g. threshold values, data dimensions, or
operations decisions). (e) Operational buffer allows the FB to
access the memory hierarchy (e.g. Convolution coefficients or
Gaussian parameters).

FB identification and selection is an essential cornerstone for
defining an FLP (see research challenges later). The goal is to
compute as much as possible within the FLP to avoid costly data
movement. A flexible FB with programmable basic arithmetic
and logic operations may, although not compute intense,
significantly improve efficiency keeping traffic inside the
FLP. Interconnecting/fusing FBs: A key point in achieving
flexibility and power efficiency is how FBs interconnection is
realized. A point-to-point communication between FBs is often
desirable to eliminate power-expensive access to the memory
subsystem. At the same time, a flexible interconnection is
required to create varying datapaths for individual applications.

FLP realizes direct FB-to-FB communication by a set of
configurable multiplexers (MUXs) (highlighted in Fig. 2).
Theoretically, an n:n communication offers most flexibility.
However, in practice a sparse connectivity is desirable that only
allows connections between (a) compatible ports that use the
same data type and (b) meaningful functionality composition.
Compatibility is determined by (a) the datatype, data length
and semantic (e.g. Polar or Cartesian representation). The
interconnect flexibility (b) is determined by the envisioned
application flows as not all combinations necessarily lead to
meaningful applications. At run-time, FBs are interconnected by
MUX configuration, subsequently operating without external
control. FBs in different stages can be chained together in
scatter, gather, and self-feedback modes. FBs are grouped into
stages following the principle flow of analyzed applications.
The distributed MUXes enable concurrent stream processing.

Fig. 3 exemplifies a possible chaining across multiple FBs.
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Figure 3: MUX-based FB-to-FB connection.

In Fig. 3, f(x), h(x), q(x) and p(x) are chained through
MUXes composing a bigger application, while g(x) and
p(x) are not used, thus power-gated. Each MUX has inputs
from a predefined set of FBs with compatible outputs, which
determines chaining flexibility. E.g. MUX0 with two inputs:
f(x) and g(x), and MUX2 with three inputs: f(x), g(x) and
h(x). Arrows widths symbolize different data types passed
across FBs. Fig. 3 shows additional detail for the f(x) to h(x)
connection. Except for width, MUXes are agnostic of the data
type passed. Hence, FBs have to marshal data on output and
de-marshal on input. As FBs operate on streaming data, all FBs
and MUXes operate on the same streaming clock. Side-channel
signals control communication modes and indicate availability
of data (e.g. enable signal from f(x) to h(x) in Fig. 3).

Memory Organization: In order to avoid unnecessary
memory traffic, the FLP separates between streaming data
(white), operational data (black) highlighted in Fig. 2. This
separation offers prioritizing traffic based on nature and role of
data in execution. Most traffic occurs with the streaming data,
hidden by point-to-point connections between FBs. The FLP
also offers access to the memory hierarchy, however only for
operational data. Operational data (e.g. Gaussian parameters)
is frequently accessed by the FBs thus should be cached. Two
stages of buffer / caches are provided one per each FLP stage
and one global data buffer/cache which is shared between all
stages (pink color in Fig. 2).

Function-Set Architecture (FSA): FSA offers a coarse-
grained programmability at the function-level granularity;
significantly more abstract than the ISA of an ILP. In contrast
to an ISA which offers an arbitrary sequence of instructions,
an FLP reduces flexibility (governed by FB selection, FB
configurability, and feasible FB connection). As a result, the
FSA exposes the type and number of FBs, their configurations
and FBs connectivity to FLP programmers.
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Figure 1: Function Block (FB) Figure 2: General FLP architecture
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The FSA simplifies programming an FLP. Programming at
function-level is comparable to developing an application from
a set of API function primitives. The FSA can be considered
with similar granularity to common SW libraries (e.g. OpenCV
for vision, or Transceiver for Software Defined Radio) which
offer function primitives for application composition. A com-
plex vision application, for example, can be developed with a
few OpenCV lines. Nonetheless, tools to guide FLP users to
develop and tune their applications on a given FLP are desired.

Autonomous Control: The FLP offers autonomous control
to minimize or even eliminate needing ILP-centered control.
The FLP controller governs allocation of FBs (e.g. power gates
unused FBs) as well as broadcasting configuration to FBs and
MUXs. We consider two operation modes: a) ILP-controlled
mode in which the ILP sets control/configuration registers in the
FLP controller which then propagates them throughout FBs and
MUXs; b) independent mode in which the FLP is programmed
similarly to a coarse-grained ILP. FLP configuration is placed
in a predefined memory location and fetched autonomously by
the FLP controller. It transitions between configurations based
on internal / external events.

System Integration: FLPs do offer more independence than
individual custom hardware IPs as the FLP can independ-
ently operate on input streams. Nonetheless, we anticipate
paring FLP(s) with ILP cores to create complete control
and analytic applications. While the FLP performs compute
intense processing, ILPs offer the top-level adaptive control
and intelligence. FLP and ILP exchange data through DMAs
operating on a common memory hierarchy.

Research challenges: The success of an FLP depends on
the selection of FBs and their potential composition making
it a crucial aspect defining flexibility and usability. New
research is needed that shifts from optimizing individual
applications to identifying common functions that are present
in many applications. The goal is to define a small enough
set of sufficiently composable FBs providing meaningful
computation for a given market. Identifying suitable FBs is a
research challenge similar to the existing problem of accelerator
selection in HW/SW co-design. This requires an FLP design
methodology starting from market requirements down to FBs
realization and their connectivity.

III. RESULTS

To demonstrate the benefits of an FLP, we discuss and ana-
lyze an early example: the Pipeline Vision Processor (PVP) [6],
fabricated in TSMC 65nm Low Power (LP) process operating
at up to 83MHz [6].The PVP is an industry product that
has been published with user-level documentation. However,
only limited architecture-level detail of the PVP is revealed
as this is internal to the company. Our FLP is the result of
joint work with the PVP’s chief architect to generalize the
architecture and improve upon it for scalability and efficiency.
PVP utilizes the main FLP architecture principles including
MUX-based FB-to-FB communication, autonomous control,
parallel application execution and runtime re-configuration.
However, in contrast to FLP, the PVP focuses on streaming data
only and does not include operational data and its associated
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Figure 4: PVP executing HB/LB and TSR concurrently

memory hierarchy. We use the results from the manufactured
PVP as good indicators for the FLP potentials.

Fig. 4 highlights a simplified architecture of the PVP with
eleven FBs, including: (a) four 2-D Convolution blocks (CNV),
(b) one General-purpose Arithmetic Unit (ACU), (c) one
Cartesian to polar converter (PMA), (d) one 2-D derivations
Pixel-Edge Classifier (PEC), (e) two range reduction Threshold-
Histogram-Compression (THC), two 2-D Integral Image (IIT).

Mapping Flexibility: To evaluate PVP, we selected six
embedded vision applications frequently utilized in embedded
vision markets: (a) High/Low Bean Adjustment (HB/LB), (b)
Canny Edge Detection (Canny), (c) Sobel Edge Detection
(Sobel), (d) Laplacian on Gaussian (LoG), (e) Integral of Binary
Edge Map (IBEM), and (f) Level Histogram (LH).

To illustrate how mapping of applications is realized, Fig. 4
highlights the PVP executing HB/LB (red) and Canny (blue) in
parallel. For Canny, the output of CNV1 is fed back to CNV2
and CNV3, and their joint output feeds PMA block. For HB/LB
Stage2 is bypassed and CNV0 directly outputs to THC0.

To show flexibility, Table I visualizes the mapping of six
embedded vision applications to the PVP. For each application,
we identified the FB allocation and mapping based on the
PVP FSA. Table I also shows the order in which the FBs
operate to give a sense of pipeline construction. Consider the
mapping example of IBEM: CONV0 and CONV1 run in parallel
in Stage1 followed by PMA in Stage2, THC0 in Stage3 and
finally IIM0 in Stage4. Applications in Table I with the same
background color can run in parallel (HB/LB and Canny, Sobel
and LoG as well as IBEM and LH).

Table I: Application mapping to PVP

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
CNV0CNV1CNV2CNV3ACU PMA PEC THC0THC1 IIM0 IIM1

HB/LB Step0 Step1
Canny Step0 Step1 Step1 Step2 Step3
Sobel Step0 Step0 Step1
LoG Step0 Step1 Step2

IBEM Step0 Step0 Step1 Step2 Step3
LH Step0 Step1

Computation / Communication Analysis: We analyzed the
applications when operating on a 1280x960x30Hz video. We
compared the three architectures solutions: a) FLP-PVP solution
(Fig. 5a) when the entire application mapped to PVP; b) a
heterogeneous ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs solution (Fig. 5b) with
assumption that a convolution filter and color/illumination ex-
traction are available as dedicated HW Accelerators (HWACCs);
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Figure 5: Candidate architectures for result comparison

and c) a ILP-BFDSP solution (Fig. 5c) meaning the entire
application executes on Blackfin DSP cores at 600MHz. A
comparison with ILP+HWACCs is difficult since the FLP
targets a different flexibility/efficiency. A dedicated HWACC
for each individual application would yield optimal efficiency.
However, such an SoC does not exist. To still offer similar
flexibility, we choose the most computation-intense as well as
the most frequently appearing kernels as HWACCs with the
remaining application executing on ILP.

Table II compares the computation and communication
demands. The results have been obtained by analytical analysis
of applications and architecture solutions. For computation, the
FLP-PVP executes 13.7 GOPs/s on average, not needing the
ILP. In contrast, ILP-BFDSP requires 691% ILP utilization for
the same amount of computation (requiring at least 7 Blackfins).
Our estimations make many favorable assumptions for ILPs
including optimal pipeline utilization (no stalls) and excluding
data fetches from memory – rendering an ILP implementation
unfeasible in a realistic setting. For ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs,
the ILP utilization is lower – thanks to the acceleration on
HWACCs. However, the ILPs are 173% utilized (requiring
2 Blackfins) running the remaining application, as well as
schedule and synchronize the HWACCs.

Comparing communication demands in Table II, we focus on
off-chip memory access, as it significantly contributes to energy
consumption (about 100x more than on-chip access). FLP-
PVP shows constant communication across applications - only
the transmission from PVP to ILP hits the memory interface.
For ILP-BFDSP, we considered a fused implementation and
optimistically assume that 90% of data traffic is hidden from
off-chip memory. Even with our optimistic assumptions, the
FLP-PVP traffic is almost 1 GB/s on average (5x smaller than
the ILP-BFDSP). For ILP-BFDSP+HWACCs case, 0.43 GB/s
off-chip memory access is required on average (2.3x more than
the FLP-PVP solution). Again, we make optimistic assumptions:
HWACCs job size of 128KB to keep streaming data entirely
in on-chip scratchpads. Moving data between HWACCs and
ILPs results in on-chip traffic of more than 1 GB/s.

Table II: Computation demand and off-chip memory traffic

Applications
FLP-PVP ILP-BFDSP+ACCs ILP-BFDSP

FLP Oper. Traffic ACC Oper. ILP Util. Traffic ILP Util. Traffic
[GOPs/s] [GB/s] [GOPs/s] [%] [GB/s] [%] [GB/s]

HB/LB 7.3 0.14 4.3 159 0.35 370 0.70
Canny 15.1 0.14 12.6 135 0.38 756 0.79

HB/LB+Canny 22.4 0.29 16.9 294 1.73 1125 1.50
Sobel 9.6 0.14 8.4 66 0.35 482 0.73
LoG 10.1 0.14 8.4 91 0.35 507 0.73

Sobel+LoG 19.7 0.29 16.9 157 0.70 988 1.47
IBEM 12.6 0.14 8.4 220 0.41 635 0.79

LH 7.3 0.14 4.3 159 0.35 370 0.70
IBEM+LH 19.7 0.29 12.7 362 0.76 988 1.50

AVG 13.7 0.19 10.3 182 0.43 691 0.99
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Figure 6: Power consumption

Power Overhead: For power comparison, we measured the
PVP compute-related power consumption on the TSMC 65nm
Low Power (LP) process at 83MHz. For Blackfin core, we
measured 280mW in full-on mode (no memory traffic) on a
comparable single core BF527 in 65nm process. We assume
LPDDR2 memory interface, consuming 40pJ per bit transfer
[7] with 15pJ per bit for SDRAM off-chip memory access [2].
For the selected HW accelerators, we consider an equal power
efficiency as measured for the corresponding PVP FB.

Fig. 6 distinguishes between compute (green) and com-
munication (red) power. The FLP-PVP considerably reduces
computation power by 38x over ILP and close to 11x over
ILP+ACC. The FLP-PVP also shows a significantly lower
communication power – 6x and 2.5x reduction in comparison
to ILP and ILP+ACC. The significant power reduction stems
from FLP eliminating instruction overhead, general-purpose
micro-architecture and redundant data/instruction access.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced Function-Level Processors (FLPs) as
a new class of processors that combines efficient execution
(performance and power) with sufficient flexibility that allows
executing selected applications within the same market. We
demonstrated FLP benefits using the Pipeline Vision Processor
(PVP). Even with very optimistic assumptions, our FLP-based
solution consumes 17x and 6x less power than optimized ILP-
based hybrid ILP+HW-ACCs. Our future work concentrates
on aiding the selection and composition of FBs to create new
FLP instances targeting different markets.
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